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• State of insurance in superannuation

• Superannuation Data Transformation

• Recent and ongoing reform

• An update on SPS 250 and SPG 250

• Increased collaboration among agencies

OVERVIEW



• Impact of PYSP and PMIF reforms - multiple member
accounts have reduced significantly

Insurance cancellations (period 1 May 2019 - 1 April 2020)*

STATE OF INSURANCE IN SUPERANNUATION

* Source: APRA Pandemic Data Collection



• SDT seeks to improve superannuation data, including 
insurance reporting to support reform, supervisory 
activities and other regulatory initiatives.

• Draft SRS 251 Insurance will provide APRA with better 
demographic data on the individual members insured, 
the impact of premiums on members, claim timeframes, 
smoker status, occupation types and the types of 
insurance cover offered by funds.

APRA’S SUPERANNUATION DATA 
TRANSFORMATION (SDT)



• Draft SRS 611 Member Accounts is proposing to collect
new data on member activity characteristics by age,
gender, member benefit bracket and inactivity status.

• Draft SRS 706.0 Fees and Costs Disclosed includes tracking
insurance fees charged.

We encourage industry to work together to leverage the 
proposed SDT changes to go even further than the 

regulatory minima

APRA’S SUPERANNUATION DATA 
TRANSFORMATION (SDT)



• Business Plan Review due 31 December 2020.

• Outcomes Assessments due by end February 2021 - APRA
has already reviewed drafts from a number of trustees
(refer Helen Rowell’s recent public comments)

• Interaction of Member Outcome expectations and ASIC’s
Design and Distribution Obligations.

• Consideration of insurance in MySuper Heatmap

RECENT AND ONGOING REFORM



• Enhancements including addressing:
o A process for easy opt-out of insurance cover;
o Matters identified in APRA’s Post Implementation

Review of the prudential framework; and
o Royal Commission recommendations re independent

certification that insurance arrangements are in the
best interests of beneficiaries (Rec 4.14) and that status
attributed to a beneficiary is fair and reasonable (Rec
4.15).

SPS 250 AND SPG 250 UPDATE



• Key issues raised by industry in consultation include:

o What is meant by priority and privilege; and

o Independent certification vs trustees inability to
discharge their best interests duty.

• Revised SPG 250 will provide guidance on these and other
matters.

• Further consultation on SPS 250 and consultation on initial
draft revised SPG 250 likely in Q4:2020 (dates TBC).

SPS 250 AND SPG 250 UPDATE



• Increased collaboration with ASIC:

o PYS/PMIF (consultation on approach, FAQs, 
disclosure); SDT; Supervision and CCM; MO / DDO; co-
operation on insurance in super matters; approach to 
industry engagement.

• Increased collaboration with ATO:

o SDT; FAQs on relevant matters; Early Release

INCREASED COLLABORATION AMONG AGENCIES
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